
Beautiful country property comprising of a 4 bedroom farmhouse, a 1 bedroom Grade II Listed former Manor House and a detached stone built single storey summer house - all set within beautiful grounds of circa 6 acres.

Trevoole Manor is nestled away in delightful countryside, yet it is very conveniently located for reaching either Godrevy on the north coast or Marazion and St Michaels Mount on the south coast. The approach to the
property is delightful, with beautiful paddocks rolling away towards woodland in the distance.

For a number of years parts of the the property have been successfully let, creating a useful income for the current owners. The properties offers a wide variety of options, meaning it's very flexible for either a multi
generation family or possibilities as a small business. The Farmhouse provides spacious 4 bedroom accommodation, perfect for a family and it also enjoys pleasant views over the land. The additional elements of the

property offer potential for a dependant relative, guests, or possibly on a more commercial basis. 

The Old Manor House is charming Grade II Listed residence, dating back to the 16th century. It has a very characterful interior with its bedroom set out on a mezzanine level. 

The detached Summer House is a delightful space with a single storey layout. It comprises of 2 rooms, conservatory and a shower room. There are also kitchen units fitted in one of the rooms. 

The grounds are a major part of the attraction of the property and may offer the potential for further holiday income, subject to any necessary consents.

Trevoole Manor Trevoole, Camborne, Cornwall, TR14 0RN

Offers over £1,250,000

Rohrs & Rowe
Beacon Place Station Approach, Victoria, PL26 8LG
Tel : 01872 306360
Emai l :  info@rohrsandrowe.co.uk



Locat ion
Trevoole Manor sits within its own beautiful grounds of circa 6 acres,
surrounded by rolling countryside that helps to provide a good degree of
privacy.

The property is exceptionally well positioned providing easy access to
the stunning beaches of the north coast and also the land mark
locations of St Ives and St Michaels Mount, as well as being a very
conveniently placed with easy access from the A30 for guests but also
for all of the local facilities that are within easy reach.

Distances
Godrevy: 6.5 miles • Lelant West Cornwall Golf Club: 8.5 Miles •
Marazion ( St Michaels Mount): 9 Miles • St Ives: 13 Miles • Penzance:
13 Miles • Truro: 16.5 Miles • Falmouth: 15 Miles Newquay Airport: 30
Miles.


